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00: TYPE of Damage

Description:
What do we see in the Tunnel.

Give a description of what can be
observed. How does this damage or 
degradation look like?

Preventive measures:
What can we do to prevent this
damage. Or what should we have done
to prevent it from happening (lesson for
the future).

Repair and Maintenance:
How can this damage be repaired and
what should be done to prevent that
the damage or deterioration gets
worse? 

Forensic tools:
What kind of forensic tools, visual
inspection, NDT or labtesting could be
used to observe or investigate this
damage further.

At the end of this file I included several
Forensic tools. We can five them
numbers and refer to these numbers in 
this description

Sensing techniques:
What kind of techniques are available to
sense this damage or deterioration.

The same as described under forensic
tools, we could add a description for
sensoring techniques that are available
for certain “mechanisms” or 
“features”and refer to those in this
description.

When and Where:
When in time can be observe this
damage?

After 1 year, 10 years ????

At which location in the tunnel can we 
observe this damage?

Major Cause:
What causes this damage?

What is the mechanism?

Monitoring strategies:
How should we inspect and monitor this
kind of damage; 

Can we install teh sensors and use them
Automatically?

Consequences and risks:
What are the risks of this damage for
the functionality of the tunnel?

Is immediate repair or action necessary
or can it wait until the next 
maintenance.?

Photo of the
damage as it can
be found in a 
tunnel
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A : ASR cracks

Description:
ASR stands for Alkali Silica Reaction 
(sometimes called AAR, Alkali Aggregate 
Reaction). 

Typical indicators of ASR are random 
map cracking and, in advanced cases, 
closed joints and attendant spalled 
concrete. Cracking usually appears in 
areas with a frequent supply of moisture, 
near the ground behind retaining walls, 
near joints and free edges in pavements.

Preventive measures:
Alkali-silica reaction can be controlled 
using certain supplementary 
cementitious materials. In-proper 
proportions, silica fume, fly ash, and 
ground granulated blast-furnace slag 
have significantly reduced or eliminated 
expansion due to alkali-silica reactivity. 
In addition, lithium compounds have 
been used to reduce ASR.

Use of non reactive aggregates 
according to procedure described in 
CUR89 (version 13)

Repair and Maintenance:
Once ASR is present in the structure it is 
very difficult to stop. Only remedy 
would be to make the structure dry.

Repair of the structure is not possible.

Focus should be on prevention

Strengthening with pre-stressing could 
give some extension of service life.

In some cases the structure can still 
function, especially when the structure 
is mostly loaded in compression. 
However be aware that the damaged 
material might also lead to other 
degradation mechanisms

Forensic tools:
Visual inspection can give an indication 
if ASR might be present.

But only petrographic examination can 
conclusively identify ASR.

CUR102 describes a method for 
investigating ASR

Sensing techniques:
Measuring swelling or deformation on a 
structural level or closing of joints.

Measuring (change in) moisture content 
and saturation level.

When and Where:
ASR is a slow process, ASR cracks can be 
observed after an age of 5 years of the 
structure, but sometimes only after 30 or 
more years.

ASR only can take place on concrete in a 
humid or wet environment.

In tunnels it has been observed in walls of 
the entrance structure……

Major Cause:
In most concrete, aggregates are more or 
less chemically inert. In ASR, aggregates 
containing certain forms of silica will react 
with alkali hydroxide in concrete to form 
a gel that swells as it adsorbs water from 
the surrounding cement paste or the 
environment. These gels can induce 
enough expansive pressure to damage 
concrete resulting in cracking, reduction 
of mechanical properties and increase of 
diffusion coefficients and ingress of 
moisture and ions.

Monitoring strategies:
Perform visual checks during regular 
inspections. If ASR-like defects are 
observed in easy to inspect locations 
then it is advised to also check behind 
fire-protection plates or other 
coverings.

Consequences and risks:
If ASR is presents in structural parts of a 
tunnel the risk is serious. Most of the 
time the process is progressive and the 
structural safety could be in danger on 
the long term.

A thorough investigation of the risks and 
consequences is needed when ASR is 
observed.

B : Early-Age-Thermal cracks

Description:
Early Age Thermal cracks are typically 
found in massive concrete structures 
with a thickness larger than 0.5 m, but 
sometimes also in thinner structures. 

In Tunnels they are often found in outer 
walls. The cracks are completely through 
the cross section of the wall and if it is a 
water-retaining structure cracks are 
visible because they are leaking.

Preventive measures:
To prevent ‘leaking’ early age cracks the 
following measures can be used:
• Optimize concrete mix (low heat, less 

(autogenous) shrinkage)
• Decrease mix temperature
• Internal cooling during and after casting
• Optimize casting sequence
• Extra reinforcement to limit crack width
• Use of insulation to lower T-gradients
• Self-healing concrete.
• And some more….

In design stage it is advised to perform FEM-
simulation to analyse temperatures and 
stresses to investigate the risk of cracking 
for different scenarios.

Repair and Maintenance:
Crack injection according to CUR-
Recommendation 119.

Forensic tools:
Visual inspection.

Core extraction to check if cracks are 
only surface cracks or through cracks. 

Sensing techniques:
During construction Temperature 
sensors could be installed to measure 
temperature differences and gradients. 
Together with the advised FEM-
simulations this forms a method to 
control and monitore early age cracking.

To detect early-age cracking (especially 
in structures that are difficult to inspect) 
internal ‘crack’-sensors or ‘water’-
sensors should be developed and 
installed.  

(note that strain sensors do not work. 
The strain is zero, until it localizes in a 
crack).

When and Where:
Early-age-thermal cracks typically occur 2 
to 4 weeks after casting the outer walls 
when they are cooling down.

They can also form later, because the 
autogenous shrinkage increases internal 
stresses at a later stage, or water level or 
pressure is applied later. Furthermore 
after a cold period (winter) new cracks 
can form.

Cracks are typically found in walls on slab, 
but can also be found in the deck or 
bottom slab, especially when cast on top 
of under-water-concrete.

Major Cause:
The major cause of the cracks is 
restrained shrinkage. Shrinkage happens 
upon cooling down of the walls that have 
heated up due to heat of hydration. 
Shrinkage is further increased by 
autogenous shrinkage. The shrinkage 
leads to tensile stresses and possible 
cracks if the deformation is restrained. 
Restraining is due to internal gradients in 
the elements and connection to other 
elements in the structure.

Monitoring strategies:
Perform visual inspections the first 
months after construction, but also 
during several years just after a cold 
period. Cracks might develop in a later 
stage, because internal stresses are still 
present.

Consequences and risks:
In case of early age cracks in a structure 
this often leads to leakage in a tunnel. 
Repair is costly and not easy when it is 
difficult to have access to the location.

Prevention is better than repair.

On the long term, leaking cracks, will 
lead to durability problems.
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C0 : Corrosion of reinforcement

Description:
Reinforcement corrosion can happen in 
concrete when the passive layer on the 
steel reinforcement is damaged due to 
different processes and when there is 
enough water in the ‘rebarzone’ to 
enable the initiation of corrosion.

Due to the corrosion of the 
reinforcement the rebar expands and 
concrete can spall off.

There are different type of corrosion 
mechanisms as explained further in C1, 
C2 and C3.

Preventive measures:
Have proper design of amount of 
reinforcement, cover depth and 
concrete quality in cover-zone. 

Proper execution of the work, good 
quality of formwork (no leakages), right 
way of pouring, compacting and 
treatment of the surface after removal 
of the formwork.

Repair and Maintenance:
- Cathodic protection (preventive 
measurement for further corrosion, no 
repair method)

- Cleaning of rebars, replacing rebars
and repair of cover concrete according 
to CUR-Recommendation 118

Forensic tools:
Concrete cover thickness

Half-cell potential

Corrosion rate of steel reinforcement

Concrete resistivity

Air permeability

Visual inspection (however, by visual 
inspection we can see the 
consequences of corrosion products 
such as corrosion-induced cracks, 
spalling of concrete cover etc.)

Sensing techniques:
Sensing and monitoring (changes in) the 
cover depth and the properties 
(diffusion, resistance, porosity, 
potential) of the cover concrete

When and Where:
Reinforcement corrosion can happen 
everywhere in the concrete structure.

It can take a few years before it becomes 
visible as brown spots at the surface or 
spalling of the concrete. 

Major Cause:
Not enough cover depth on 
reinforcement

Poor quality of cover concrete (due to 
poor mix design or bad execution).

Decrease of Ph of concrete and passive 
layer on reinforcement due to chloride 
ingress and or carbonation

(too wide) cracks in concrete.

Monitoring strategies:
Assess the access of tunnels to chloride 
and oxygen. And then based on the 
assessment, make plans for periodic 
monitoring measures, including visual 
inspections (cracks and spalling) and in-
situ testing (Half-cell potential test, 
Concrete resistance meter, etc.)

Consequences and risks:
Corrosion of the reinforcement leads to:
- Brown spots on the surface
- Cracking and spalling of the 

concrete in the cover zone
- Loss of rebar cross section
- Loss of bearing capacity
- Collapse of (part of) the structure

C1 : Chloride-induced uniform corrosion

Description:
When a sufficient amount of chloride 
ions which penetrates through the 
concrete cover, reaches the reinforcing 
steel, the process of corrosion initiates. 
Water is involved in this stage, called the 
initiation stage of reinforcement 
corrosion. Afterwards, active corrosion 
starts, and the propagation stage begins. 
For the corrosion process to propagate, 
the presence of water and oxygen is also 
needed.

Preventive measures:
Have proper design of amount of 
reinforcement, cover depth and 
concrete quality in cover-zone.

Provide appropriate concrete casting 
and curing in order to be able to 
provide long-term concrete durability 
performance

Avoid early age and load-induced cracks

Chloride extraction if necessary

Cathodic protection

Repair and Maintenance:
Coating

Concrete cover repair (inclusive cleaning 
of rebars and if necessary replacing of 
rebars)

Repair maybe combined with instalation
of cathodic protection

Forensic tools:
Concrete cover thickness

Half-cell potential

Corrosion rate of steel reinforcement

Concrete resistivity

Air permeability

Visual inspection (however, by visual 
inspection we can see the 
consequences of corrosion products 
such as corrosion-induced cracks, 
spalling of concrete cover etc.)

Sensing techniques:
Real-time chloride ingress monitoring 
system 

Concrete cover properties in real 
concrete structures (diffusion, 
resistance, porosity, permeability, 
degree of saturation) to be monitored  
in real-time

Moisture ingress and  moisture profile 
sensing in real-time

When and Where:
Chloride-induced corrosion can occur in 
all concrete structures exposed to 
aggressive environment (sea water or de-
icing slats).

Depending on quality of concrete in the 
cover it can take a few or many years 
before the chloride front reaches the 
rebars and the initiation of the corrosion 
process starts.

Major Cause:
Severe environmental conditions as 
concrete exposed to chloride ingress from 
sea water, de-icing salts in combination 
with water and oxygen

Poor quality of concrete cover due to bad 
execution, poor curing and wrong mix 
design

Insufficient concrete cover – Cover depth 
on steel reinforcement is not thick 
enough

Wrong choice ofmaximum allowable steel 
stress in combination with concrete cover 
quality, cover depth and exposure class.

Monitoring strategies:
See C0

Consequences and risks:
See C0
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C2 : Carbonation-induced corrosion

Description:
The carbon dioxide diffuses from the 
atmosphere into the capillary pores of 
concrete and combines with water 
forming carbonic acid which then reacts 
with the alkali hydroxide, sodium, 
potassium and calcium, forming 
carbonates. 

Carbonation leads to the reduction of 
the pH in concrete, which increases the 
corrosion rate of the reinforcement steel

Preventive measures:
Proper concrete mix design and cover 
thickness for the designed service life

Appropriate execution of concrete 
casting and curing in the early age

Apply hydrophobic coating on concrete 
surface to limit any moisture and CO2 
ingress in concrete cover

Cathodic protection

Repair and Maintenance:
Remove carbonated concrete cover and 
apply new concrete cover over the 
reinforcement steel

Apply a alkali based primer 
encapsulated in an epoxy based resin to 
the reinforcement steel before applying 
the new repair concrete

Above methods could be combined with 
applying cathodic protection

Electrochemical realkalisation ???

Forensic tools:
Currently measured by destructive 
technique by drilling cores

Resistivity measurement in concrete 
cover

Sensing techniques:
Real-time carbonation monitoring

Concrete cover performance in time 
towards carbonation

Relative humidity in real-time

Degree of saturation of cover concrete

Carbonation progress

When and Where:
Concrete elements, especially sheltered 
elements, which are exposed to RH 
between 50 and 70 have higher risks of 
carbonation.

The progress of carbonation is at a rate 
proportional to the square root of time

Major Cause:
Concrete structures exposed to an RH 
between 50 and 70 are prone to higher 
progression of carbonation in concrete

Poor concrete cover quality leads to 
higher diffusivity of CO2 in concrete

The rate at which concrete carbonates 
depends on its permeability, degree of 
saturation, relative humidity, 
temperature, and carbon dioxide 
concentration of the environment where 
the concrete is placed

Monitoring strategies:
Assess the access of tunnels to carbon 
dioxide. And then based on the 
assessment, make plans for periodic 
monitoring measures, including visual 
inspections (cracks and spalling) and in-
situ testing (Half-cell potential test, 
Concrete resistance meter, etc.)

Consequences and risks:
See C0

C3 : Microcell, Macrocell and Pitting corrosion

Description:
Concrete structures which are exposed 
to chlorides, are vulnerable to a 
particular form of steel corrosion - pitting 
corrosion. The pre-condition for 
corrosion initiation is that the passive 
film which protects the steel is broken 
down. When sufficient amount of 
chloride ions reaches the steel surface, 
they break down the passive film locally 
to form an anode, while the passivated 
surface acts as a cathode..

Preventive measures:
Lower w/c ratio, proper usage of 
supplementary cementitious materials 
and other admixtures for enhancement 
of permeability of concrete.

Optimize structural design (i.e. 
geometry, reinforcement rate, cover 
thickness) to prevent load-induced 
cracks and ingress of external 
substance.

Better casting and curing conditions to 
prevent early-age cracking.

Cathodic protection

Repair and Maintenance:
Remove carbonated concrete cover and 
apply new concrete cover over the 
reinforcement steel

Apply a alkali based primer 
encapsulated in an epoxy based resin to 
the reinforcement steel before applying 
the new repair concrete

Cathodic protection (preventive 
measurement for further corrosion, no 
repair method)

Cleaning of rebars, replacing rebars and 
repair of cover concrete according to 
CUR-Recommendation 118

Forensic tools:
Concrete cover thickness

Half-cell potential

Corrosion rate of steel reinforcement

Concrete resistivity

Air permeability

Visual inspection (however, by visual 
inspection we can see the 
consequences of corrosion products 
such as corrosion-induced cracks, 
spalling of concrete cover etc.)

Sensing techniques:
Real-time chloride ingress/ carbonation 
monitoring system 

Concrete cover properties in real 
concrete structures (diffusion, 
resistance, porosity, permeability, 
degree of saturation) to be monitored  
in real-time

Moisture ingress and  moisture profile 
sensing in real-time

When and Where:
Pitting corrosion means that the chloride-
induced corrosion is highly localized at a 
small anode, with pitting of steel taking 
place. A non-uniform expansion thus 
takes place.

Localized (pitting) corrosion of reinforcing 
steel can cause damage to the 
surrounding concrete and significant steel 
cross-section reduction which might 
affect bearing capacity at specific spots.

Major Cause:
The soluble complex of iron chloride 
(FeCl2) increases the acidity of the anodic 
area (the pit) by lowering the pH value, 
which leads to further oxidation of the 
iron. Chloride ions are regenerated, and 
the rust contains no chloride. These 
chloride ions increase the corrosion rate 
in the pit (auto-catalytic mechanism of 
pitting corrosion).

Monitoring strategies:
Assess the access of tunnels to carbon 
dioxide and chloride. And then based on 
the assessment, make plans for periodic 
monitoring measures, including visual 
inspections (cracks and spalling) and in-
situ testing (Half-cell potential test, 
Concrete resistance meter, etc.)

Consequences and risks:
See C0
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D: Surface damage by collision

Description:
Too high vehicles or loads bump in to the 
entrance or installations in the tunnel. 
They can cause major damage on 
installations and a long period of 
unavailability of the tunnel. 

Preventive measures:
Enhance the transport management 
(i.e. limitations of amount of traffic, 
speed and route of large vehicles, 
restrictions of vehicles that transport 
dangerous goods, etc.)

Optimize the structural design (i.e. 
tunnel clearance,   anti-collision 
facilities)

Quick reactions for severe traffic 
accidents.

Repair and Maintenance:
Application of new concrete cover.

Implementation of anti-collision 
facilities.

Forensic tools:
Visual inspection.

Ultra- sound scans to check damage in 
neighbouring structure/components

Sensing techniques:
Covermeter to look into the change of 
cover thickness

Ultrasonic pulse echo to check internal 
damage

Rebound hammer to estimate surface
hardness

Penetration probe , Pull-out Pull-off 
devices to estimate the strength, 
uniformity and quality.

When and Where:
These damages are mainly found in the 
roof of the tunnel. Damages in walls are 
found in a lesser extend. 

Major Cause:
Most damages by ‘collision’ are caused by 
too high loaded trucks or too high 
positioned cranes. Also loose and moving 
truck tarpaulins or lashing straps can 
cause damaging of fire-protection mortar 
or panels. 

Explosions could also lead to surface
damage

Monitoring strategies:
Periodic visual inspectaions for the 
integraty of installations (e.g. 
ventilations, traffic lights, road surface 
etc.) that can be affected by large 
vehicles.

Automatic and instant alarm system for 
severe accidents.

Consequences and risks:
Cracking and spalling of concrete can 
further lead to loss of bearing capacity 
and do harms to long-term durability.

Severe accidents can cause direct 
threats to human lives. 

E: Surface damage by frost-thaw

Description:
The freezing temperature of water 
lowers through the use of de-icing salt. 
This saline water gets into the pores of 
the toplayer.  Due to a combination of 
the temperature of the concrete and 
freezing temperature of the water in the 
pores, the water at the toplayer and 
deeper part of the concrete freezes 
faster than the water directly under the 
surface. If this water freezes also, the 
thin toplayer breaks of.

Preventive measures:
Adaptation of mix-design:

Use of ‘air-entrainer’ 

Lower the w/c-ratio

select aggregates that perform better in 
freeze-thaw cycles or, where marginal 
aggregates must be used, by  reducing 
the maximum particle size.

installation of effective drainage 
systems for carrying free water out 
from under the pavement

Repair and Maintenance:
In most cases repair is not needed or a 
superficial repair is sufficient. If repair is 
necessary the toplayer must be 
removed for several millimetres. After 
sufficient preparation of the damaged 
surface, the rough concrete surface can 
be smoothened with a repair mortar. 

Forensic tools:
Thermography for monitoring of heat 
transport and moisture movement.

Ground penetrating radar for moisture 
content variations and cracks.

Neutron moisture gauge for detectation 
of moisture content.

Sensing techniques:
Measuring the saturation degree of the
concrete with sensors in combination
with temperature measurements.

Placing Humidity and Temperature
registration sensors in the tunnel

When and Where:
These damages are mainly found on 
horizontal surfaces or vertical surfaces 
that are in contact with saline water. 

Major Cause:
Use of de-icing salt

Poor quality of cover concrete (due to 
poor mix design or bad execution)

Monitoring strategies:
The moisture profile and temperature of 
the surface that in contact with saline 
should be monitored.

Visual inspections for cracks appearing 
at the surfaces that are in contact with 
saline water. 

Consequences and risks:
The accumulative effect of successive 
freeze-thaw cycles and disruption of 
paste and aggregate can eventually 
cause expansion and cracking, scaling, 
and crumbling of the concrete.
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F: Surface damage by Pop-out

Description:
The raw materials (aggregates) of 
concrete can be contaminated with 
materials that swell after getting in 
contact with water. If present in the first 
centimers of the concrete moist can 
reach the contamination and start to 
swell (clay or wood). Poreus materials 
suck up water during mixing of the 
concrete. If the water stays in the 
conatamination the poreus material will 
expand by freezing during a cold period 
and press off a piece of concrete.

Preventive measures:
Adaptation of mix-design:

Use of broken granite

Use of well cleaned aggregates

Repair and Maintenance:
In most cases there is no technical need 
for repair. Only if the level of 
contamination in the concrete is that 
high that the process of poping out will 
not stop repair is necessary. 

Forensic tools:
Covermeter

ground penetrating radar

Ultrasonic pulse echo

Sensing techniques:
Measuring the cover thickness and 
possible cracks that could influence the 
durability of concrete.

When and Where:
Pop-outs can be found on every type of 
concrete surface that gets wet or is in an 
atmosphere with high humidity. 

Major Cause:
Contamination in aggregates in the 
toplayer of the concrete (clay, wood or 
poreus aggregates)

Monitoring strategies:
Holes up to about 7/16-inch in diameter 
and between 7/16 inches and 2 inches 
are considered small and medium 
popouts, respectively. In this case, pop-
out surface damage’s influence on 
structural safety can be nelected.

Holes with larger size that cause 
significant reduction of cover thickness 
should be detected and monitored.

Consequences and risks:
Small or medium holes only influence 
the aesthetic quality.

Large holes or dense holes may 
influence the long-term serviceability 
and safety of the structure. 

G : Sulphate attack

Description:
Sulphate attack of hardened concrete 
can lead to the expansive formation of 
ettringite, which causes swelling and 
cracking of the concrete.

Under certain conditions the reaction 
product is not ettringite, but thaumasite. 
This is much more harmful, because the 
CSH-matrix itself is consumed by the 
reaction, leading to severe loss of 
strength. No examples are known in the 
Netherlands.

Preventive measures:
Damage can be prevented by adjusting 
the concrete composition:
- lowering the water/cement ratio, 
reducing the penetration of sulphates;
- use a high sulphate resistant (HSR) 
cement: CEM I with ≤ 3% C3A and ≤ 5% 
Al2O3, CEM III with >65% slag;
- avoid pollution by e.g. gypsum of 
concrete constituents

Repair and Maintenance:
If sulphates originate from the 
environment, damage will progress 
from the outside inwards. The damaged 
zone needs to be removed and repaired 
with a sulphate resistant material.

Forensic tools:
Visual inspection can give an indication 
if sulphate attack might be present.

But only petrographic examination can 
conclusively identify sulphate attack.

Sensing techniques:
Swelling of concrete can be monitored 
with strain gauges at the exterior.

Cracking can be monitored with internal 
sensors.

When and Where:
Tunnels in marine environments are 
subject to sulphate attack. Land tunnels 
may be in contact with ground water 
containing sulphates.

The attack will take place at the outer 
side of the tunnel. If the concrete 
composition complies with the NEN 8005 
sulphate attack will not take place in 
Dutch tunnels

Major Cause:
Ettringite is formed by the reaction of the 
clinker mineral C3A with sulphates and 
water. High concentrations of sulphates 
can originate from the environment (e.g. 
seawater) or from polluted constituents 
of the concrete (e.g. gypsum in recycled 
aggregates). 

Thaumasite can form at low 
temperatures (< 15°C) if limestone 
(CaCO3) is a concrete constituent.

Monitoring strategies:
Techniques such as Electrical half-cell 
potential and Neutron moisture gauge
to monitor the moisture and ions 
content and estimate the corrosion 
potential. 

Techniques such as acoustic emission, 
gamma radiography, ground 
penetrating radar, Ultrasonic pulse 
velocity

Consequences and risks:
Sulphate can cause cracks that on one 
hand reduce the bearing capacity of 
tunnel, on the other hand accelerate the 
degradation of linings induced by other 
processes such as chloride attack. 
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H : DEF

Description:
Delayed ettringite formation (DEF) is a 
special type of sulphate attack, that 
might occur in concrete that is hardened 
at T > 70°C. No exterior source of 
sulphates is required.

The cracks patterns resemble the map 
cracking that is observed due to ASR.

Preventive measures:
Avoid hardening temperatures > 70°C.

Other measures identical to those for 
sulphate attack.

Repair and Maintenance:
If a prefab element shows severe DEF, 
replacement should be considered.

Other measures identical to those for 
sulphate attack.

Forensic tools:
See G

Sensing techniques:
See G

When and Where:
After many years…..

Major Cause:
Accelerated hardening of prefab concrete 
by e.g. steam curing can lead to T > 70°C. 
Such temperatures can also occur in mass 
concrete. At these temperatures 
monosulphate forms during hardening. 
After cooling down, the monosulphate
will react to ettringite if sufficient water 
remains. This expansive reaction will lead 
to cracking.

Monitoring strategies:
See G

Consequences and risks:
See G

I: Degradation of steel: Electro galvanic corrosion

Description:
If different metal types are in contact 
with each other the ‘lower’ type will 
corrode if one of the steel parts gets into 
an environment that it makes the metal 
corrode. The ‘lower’ steeltype delivers 
the electrons for the corrosion process 
and protects the ‘higer’ steeltype. 

Preventive measures:
Make use of right design based on a 
proper separation of different types of 
metals.

Use of same materials 

Use of plastic rings or plates

Repair and Maintenance:
Replacement of corroded parts

Use plastic rings or plates to prevent 
new corrosion

Forensic tools:
Visual inspection

Catholic protection

Ultrasonic pulse velocity

Electrical half-cell potential

Sensing techniques:
Visual inspection for corrosion and 
cracks phenomena at surface or 
structural joint.

Monitoring for internal strain and 
cracks.

Measuring the corrosion rate of rebar. 

When and Where:
Most seen in places where stainless steel 
or aluminium gets in contact with 
galvanised steel. Often in combinations 
with stainless steel bolts and galvanised 
nut or aluminium product fastened with 
stainless steel parts.

Major Cause:
Use of improper combinations of 
materials or lack of sufficient separation 
of different types of metals.

Monitoring strategies:
The usage of external structural joint 
and initernal fibers made up of metals 
should get more attention.

Consequences and risks:
Corrosion of internal metals can cause 
expansion-induced stress and then 
cracks.

Corrosion of joint bolts can cause loss of 
joint strength and reduce the bearing 
the structural bearing capacity.
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J: Degradation of fire protection boards after a collision

Description:
Scratches in the boards leads to a thinner 
board coverage of the concrete and may 
cost spalling of the concrete in case of a 
fire. 

The spalling continous and may cost a 
major repair of the concrete or even a 
collision of the construction.

Immidiate action required when you see 
cracks in the boardsystem after a 
damage.

Preventive measures:
A better control of the vehicle heights. 

Repair and Maintenance:
For fire protection boards, small 
scratches up to 10mm can be filled with 
a repair seal or mortar (ask the 
manufacturer of the fire-protection 
material for advise).

By bigger scratches replace the fire 
protection board, the boards can be 
cracket after the damage.

For mortar you can use a repair mortar,

Forensic tools:
Visual inspection.

Sensing techniques:
Covermeter to look into the change of 
cover thickness

Ultrasonic pulse echo to check internal 
damage

Rebound hammer to estimate surface 
hardness

Penetration probe , Pull-out Pull-off 
devices to estimate the strength, 
uniformity and quality.

When and Where:
On the surface of the Fire protection 
board or spray.

Major Cause:
Trucks or cranes that are to high damage 
the ceiling,

After a collision in the tunnel

Monitoring strategies:
Periodic visual inspectaions for the 
integraty of installations (e.g. 
ventilations, traffic lights, road surface 
etc.) that can be affected by large 
vehicles.

Automatic and instant alarm system for 
severe accidents.

Consequences and risks:
Reduce the fire protectation and harm 
the structural integraty.

K: Installation penetrations through a fire protection system

Description:
Penetrations of installation electrical 
cables are not fore protected. 

This can lead to spalling of the concrete 
in case of a fire.

The spalling continous and may cost 
amajor repair of the concrete or even a 
collision of the construction.

Preventive measures:
Awareness of the details in the design 
fase of the tunnel.

Better control during maintenance.

Awareness by replacing the TTI.

Repair and Maintenance:
Seal the penetration with the right 
material by a specialist and make sure 
that the detail is tested by an 
accredited, independent test laboratory

Forensic tools:
Visual inspection

Check the penetrations after changing 
TTI or electrical cables.

Sensing techniques:
Visual inspection

When and Where:
All installation cables of camera’s, 
speakers, ventilation, sensors, etc.

Major Cause:
Often the cable penitrations are forgotten 
during construction or after replacing the 
TTI 

Monitoring strategies:
Visual inspection

Consequences and risks:
This can lead to spalling of the concrete 
in case of a fire.

The spalling continous and may cost 
amajor repair of the concrete or even a 
collision of the construction.
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L: Drill holes in fire protection system

Description:
Unprotected (old) drill holes in the fire 
protection system.

Unprotected drill holes can cost 
corrosion on the rebar.

Unprotected drill holes can lead to 
concrete spalling in case of a fire. 

Preventive measures:
For new tunnels you can prevent miss 
drills during the installation by scanning 
the rebar when the concrete coverage 
of the rebar is less then 35mm.

After removal of the old TTI installation 
immediately repair the old drill holes,

Repair and Maintenance:
Repair with seal or repair morter, be 
aware that there is a limit in the 
diameter.

In case the diameter exceed the 
maximum allowable diameter of the 
manufacturer use an additional board of 
the same material and thickness used in 
the tunnel.

Forensic tools:
Visual inspection

Sensing techniques:
Covermeter

When and Where:
After removal of an old installation,

Miss drills or hitting the rebar during the 
installation of the fire protection boards.

Major Cause:
Miss drills and removal of an old TTI 
installation.

Monitoring strategies:
Visual inspection and measurement of 
cover thickness

Consequences and risks:
Unprotected drill holes can cost 
corrosion on the rebar.

Unprotected drill holes can lead to 
concrete spalling in case of a fire. 

M: Damage of the fire protection system cost by leakage

Description:
Water leakage is easily detected by dark 
spots in the fire protection system. 
Leakage needs to be repaired in order to 
prevent major leaking.

Water will probably contain chlorides 
from the environment. Chloride ingress 
can cause corrosion of reinforcement. 
Water can also damage the fire 
protection system, it depends of the 
amount of leakage, but it can destroy the 
composition of the material.

Preventive measures:
To prevent leaking both design and 
execution has to be perfect. If one of 
those factors fail, the impact can be 
huge.

Repair and Maintenance:
When the fire protection system shows 
an increase in thickness, the system 
needs to be replaced.

Forensic tools:
visual inspection (endoscopy), looking 
for degradation of parts of the joint and 
wet spots near joints.

Sensing techniques:
Visual inspection for leaking spot and 
measure the deformation of the joints. 

For the leakage spot,  monitoring of 
chloride and water content inside 
concrete near the joint should be 
performed periodically.

Electrical half-cell potential

Neutron moisture gauge

When and Where:
joints in immersed tunnels can be filled 
with water, containing high concentration 
of chlorides. 

Chloride and water can penetrate into the 
joint from both outside and the inside.

In a lot cases the clamping frame of joints 
will be affected by corrosion.

Major Cause:
Causes of leaking depending on the type 
of joint, seal or gasket.

Dilatation Joints, most common by 
imposed loads or deformation, surcharge 
loads or even by overloading.

Gina gasket Omega seals (immersed 
tunnels) loss of prestress

Omega seals (immersed tunnels) 
degradation of the fastener.

Tunnel segment gaskets (bored tunnels)

Monitoring strategies:
Most of the fire protection systems can 
withstand leakage for a long period, this 
depends on the amount of leakage.

But sometimes the leakage can not be 
solved, in that case check the leakage in 
every maintenance period and be aware 
of an increase in thickness.

Consequences and risks:
Massive leakage can directly hard the 
serviceability of the tunnel. 

Long-term leakage can accelerate the 
ingress of water and chloride into 
concrete, which further causes the 
corrosion of reinforcement and harm 
the durability of tunnel.
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N1: Damage due to differential settlements

Description:
when one section of the foundation 
settles at a faster rate than the others, 
uncoordinated deformation happens and 
will further induce considerable tensile 
stress inside concrete lining structure 
and tracks, which causes structural 
damages.

Preventive measures:
Internal support for lining structure. 

Grouting procedure to enhance the 
properties of surrounding soil.

Special structural design such as 
incorporation of flexible joint.

Repair and Maintenance:
Internal support to slow the settlement 
rate and grounting procedure to 
improve the soil qualities.

Change of pavement and rails.

Forensic tools:
Visual inspection, Acoustic emission, 
ground penetrating radar etc.

Strain gauge

Total Station

Sensing techniques:
All time monitoring for deformation of 
linings and damage of concrete lining.

When and Where:
Differential can happen immediately after 
the tunnel linings are casted, and the 
settlements process goes on if no 
measures are taken.

It often happens in tunnels crossing soft 
soil stratum, especially at the sections 
where soil properties and structural 
forms change drastically. 

Major Cause:
Softness of poor soil foundation

Uneven distribution of soils with different 
properties (i.e. stiffness, strength, etc.)

Sudden change of structural forms

Monitoring strategies:
Monitoring the settlement rate of 
characteristic points such as the vault.

Measuring the surface cracking and 
internal damage of concrete lining.

Inspecting the damage of accessories 
such as rail track.   

Consequences and risks:
Excessive differential settlement in 
subway structures causes excessive 
track deformation and exacerbates 
wheel-rail abrasion and vibration.

Besides, differential settlement can 
result in cracking and water/soil leakage 
in tunnels.

Shunhua Zhou et.al. (2015) Differential Settlement and Induced Structural Damage in a Cut-and-Cover Subway Tunnel in a Soft Deposit. Journal of Performance of Constructed Facilities
Shunhua Zhou et.al. (2018) Differential settlement remediation for new shield metro tunnel in soft soils using corrective grouting method: case study

N2: Damage due to settlements of adjacent structures

Description:
Excavation of adjacent tunnels will 
change the already balanced stress field 
and induce settlements, leading to 
additional loads and bending moments 
on the existing tunnels, and further 
causes damages.

Preventive measures:
Temporary internal support during the 
construction period. 

Grouting procedure to enhance the soil 
properties around the existing tunnel 
and new-constructed tunnel.

Reinforcement of linings at the sections 
taht are influenced by new-constructed 
structures.

Repair and Maintenance:
Internal support to slow the settlement 
rate and grounting procedure to 
improve the soil qualities.

Change of pavement and rails.

Forensic tools:
Visual inspection, Acoustic emission, 
ground penetrating radar etc.

Strain gauge

Total Station

Sensing techniques:
All time monitoring for deformation of 
linings at characteristic point such as the 
vault. 

When and Where:
Differential can happen immediately after 
the tunnel linings are casted, and the 
settlements process goes on if no 
measures are taken.

It often happens in tunnels crossing soft 
soil stratum, especially at the sections 
where soil properties and structural 
forms change drastically. 

Major Cause:
Excavation of tunnels near the existing 
tunnels.

Construction of massive buildings on the 
surface.

Construction of piles or foundations.

Monitoring strategies:
Define the sections that are sensitive to 
adjacent structures by mechanical 
analysis or numerical modelling.

At sensitive sections:

Monitoring the deformation of lining 
structure

Measuring the surface cracking and 
internal damage of concrete lining.

Inspecting the damage of accessories 
such as rail track.   

Consequences and risks:
Excessive settlement in subway 
structures causes excessive track 
deformation and exacerbates wheel-rail 
abrasion and vibration.

Besides, settlement can result in 
cracking and water/soil leakage in 
tunnels, which severely influence the 
durability and serviceability of tunnel.

Hongpeng Lai et.al. (2019) Settlement behaviors of existing tunnel caused by obliquely under-crossing shield tunneling in close proximity with small intersection angle 
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N3: Damage due to traffic loads induced-settlements

Description:
Massive vehicles can cause excessive 
settlements and may directly lead to 
failure of foundation. 

Mostly, traffic loads are often considered 
as cyclic loading and it results in 
accumulative damage on the foundation 
soil, concrete lining, pavement and rail 
track. Long-term and cyclic action of 
traffic loads can cause degradation of 
durability.

Preventive measures:
Strict relulation to limit maxium size and 
weight of accessible vehicles.

Periodic inspection for pavement or 
rails.

Repair and Maintenance:
Internal support to slow the settlement 
rate and grounting procedure to 
improve the soil qualities.

Change of pavement and rails.

Forensic tools:
Visual inspection, Acoustic emission, 
ground penetrating radar etc.

Strain gauge

Total station

Sensing techniques:
All time monitoring for damage and 
deformation of concrete lining at 
characteristic point such as the vault. 

When and Where:
For massive vehicles, the settlement 
happens immediately.

For regular vehicles, settlements happens 
gradually along with the serviceability 
time of the tunnel.

Major Cause:
Overloading by massive vehicles.

Cummulative effects of cyclic traffic loads. 

Monitoring strategies:
Evaluate the strength and stiffiness of 
underlying soils under cyclic loading.

For the sections where soils of poor 
properties, all time monitoring for 
settlements rate and damage process of 
concrete lining, pavement and rails are 
reqired.

Consequences and risks:
Excessive settlement in subway 
structures causes excessive track 
deformation and exacerbates wheel-rail 
abrasion and vibration.

Besides, settlement can result in 
cracking and water/soil leakage in 
tunnels, which severely influence the 
durability and serviceability of tunnel.

Huai-Na WU et. al. (2015) Evaluation of train-load-induced settlement in metro tunnels
Qiang Huang et. al. (2017) Dynamic response and long-term settlement of a metro tunnel in saturated clay due to moving train load

O1: Degradation Asphalt: Delamination

Description:
Delamination is primarily due to layer 
debonding or stripping. 

Debonding occurs when there is 
improper tack between paved asphalt 
layers or between an asphalt overlay and 
concrete pavement.

Stripping develops when the aggregates 
and asphalt binder are incompatible, 
adhesion is lost, and water separates the 
asphalt binder from the aggregate. 

Preventive measures:
Increase the thickness or stiffness of 
surface layers.

Improvement of asphalt mixture and 
construction quality.

Repair and Maintenance:
Adding 2 inches of lift to a 2-inch layer, 
or 4 inches to a 3-inch layer, will impart 
high stiffness to a pavement structure 
and prevent further debonding/ 
slipping. 

Forensic tools:
Thermography

ground penetrating radar

Acoustic emission

Rebound hammer

Ultrasonic pulse echo

Ultrasonic pulse velocity

Sensing techniques:
The sensing techniques should mainly 
detect two most common causes of 
delamination: loss of bond and stripping

When and Where:
Delamination mostly happens on the 
surface of pavement during the 
serviceability time, when vehicles pass 
over and produce dynamic loads and 
frictions to damage the bond. 

Major Cause:
Inadequate tack-coating

Seepage of water through the surface 
layer

A loose asphalt mixture

Weak adhesive bonding and surface 
energy properties of binder which again 
can be affected by the aging of pavement 
layer

Monitoring strategies:
Among all the forensic tools, ground 
penetrating radar shows advantages on 
other NDT techniques on accuracy and 
efficiency. Therefore a periodic 
inspection based on ground penetrating 
radar is promising way for long-term 
monitoring of debonding and slipping 
between asphalt layers.

Consequences and risks:
Delaminations provide paths for 
moisture damage and the development 
of damage such as stripping, slippage 
cracks, and pavement deformation.

Michael Heitzman et. al. (2013) Nondestructive Testing to Identify Delaminations Between HMA Layers Volume 1-Summary
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O2: Degradation Asphalt: Bubbling

Description:
Small bubbles in fresh cement emulsified 
asphalt mortar (CAM) with poor bubble 
stability combine with each other to 
form into big bubbles and then emerge 
from the internal to the surface of CAM 
in mixing device resulting in the 
formation of bubble foam layer on the 
surface.

Preventive measures:
Improve construction quality and 
mixture.

Use of stabilizer can significantly 
improve the consistency and bubble 
stability of asphalt.

Repair and Maintenance:
Mostly, bubbling can be left alone 
unless apparent signs of more serious 
damage are shown. Then Cut away the 
bubbling part of asphalt and apply new 
asphalt.

Forensic tools:
Visual Inspection

Thermography

ground penetrating radar

Rebound hammer

Ultrasonic pulse echo

Ultrasonic pulse velocity

Sensing techniques:
The existence of bubbles are easy to 
dectect with visual inspection. 

Moreover, techniques for cracks/void of 
asphalt or concrete can also be applied 
to detect bubbling-induced cracks.

When and Where:
Bubbling mostly happens during the 
external disturbance construction process 
such as slow stirring, transporting, 
transferring and grouting on site.

Major Cause:
Increase of temperature resulting in an 
increase of air pressure and water vapour 
closed under the coat, its subsequent 
stretching, and blistering.

Application of primer agents and 
penetration of organic solvent vapours

Water infiltration through the semi-
permeable membrane

Reactions between concrete components 
leading to the internal corrosion of 
concrete and releasing hydrogen

Monitoring strategies:
Periodic visual inspection for bubbling 
phenomena. 

Consequences and risks:
Bubbling can adversely influence the 
homogeneity, mechanical strength and 
durability of CAM, which may causes 
structural failure such as surface peeling.

Jing Liu et. al. (2015) Effect of the stabilizer on bubble stability and homogeneity of cement emulsified asphalt mortar in slab ballastless track
Microslaw Graczyk et. al. (2016) Numerical modelling of bubbles formation in the bridge asphalt pavement under gas pressure impact

O3: Degradation Asphalt: Raveling

Description:
Small bubbles in fresh cement emulsified 
asphalt mortar (CAM) with poor bubble 
stability combine with each other to 
form into big bubbles and then emerge 
from the internal to the surface of CAM 
in mixing device resulting in the 
formation of bubble foam layer on the 
surface.

Preventive measures:
Improve construction quality and 
mixture.

Strict limitations for access of 
overloading vehicles.

Repair and Maintenance:
Repair for raveled pavement varies 
depending on its severity and root 
cause. If the raveling is present in only 
small, localized areas, remove the 
raveled pavement and replace it. For 
large areas of raveling, general asphalt 
damage is generally the culprit. The 
damaged pavement is generally 
removed in this case, and an overlay is 
applied.

Forensic tools:
Visual Inspection

ground penetrating radar

Sensing techniques:
Severe raveling phenomena are easy to 
dectect with visual inspection. 

Moreover, techniques for cracks/void of 
asphalt or concrete can also be applied 
to detect raveling-induced damage.

When and Where:
Bubbling mostly happens during the 
external disturbance construction process 
such as slow stirring, transporting, 
transferring and grouting on site.

Major Cause:
Dust Coating on Aggregate that induces 
debonding between aggregate and 
mortar.

Aggregate Segregation

Inadequate Compaction

Traffic Dislodging

Monitoring strategies:
Periodic visual inspection for raveling 
phenomena. 

Consequences and risks:
The surface became rough and deep pit 
may occur, which adversely influence 
the serviceability of the road.
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P: Failure of Gasket/seal

Description:
Prestressed sealing gaskets at the joints 
of tunnel are served to resist the ingress 
of external pressurized water. 

Once the compressed stress of gasket is 
lost due to either degradation of 
mechanical properties of gasket or large 
joint deformation (mostly induced by 
settlements), water can penetrate into 
the gasket and result in water leakage.

Preventive measures:
Proper design of lining structure to 
avoid large joint deformation.

With consideration for water pressure, 
natural aging and joint deformation, 
properly design the layout, material and 
geometry of section forms for sealing 
gasket to maintain enough compression 
stress during the serviceability.

Repair and Maintenance:
Injected pressurized high-strength grout 
or epoxy resin to fill in the joints.

Forensic tools:
Visual Inspection

Strain gauge

Total station

Sensing techniques:
The sensing techniques mainly aim to 
measure the deformation of joints, 
which can directly result in relaxation of 
compression stress of gasket.

Lab tests and numerical modelling can 
performed beforehand to investigate 
the aging patterns of mechanical 
properties of gaskests and make 
predictions.

When and Where:
The timing of such failure is the whole 
serviceability time of the tunnel. But with 
proper design, the effectiveness of gasket 
sealing can last long period of time.

Failure of gasket happens at the joints of 
tunnels, especially for the sections where 
is exposed to high water pressure, 
intensive chemical concentration and  
drastically changing soft-hard soil stratum 
etc. 

Major Cause:
UV exposure, aging, fire and chemicals 
can cause the deteriorate the mechanical 
properties of gasket.

Settlements can cause joints opening/ 
offset and result in loss of prestress, 
which lead to failure of waterproof. 

Monitoring strategies:
For high risk sections such as the 
sections at complex stratum composed 
of soft-hard soils and sections suffered 
from high water pressure, all-time 
monitoring for the deformation of joints 
should be carried out.

Consequences and risks:
Water leakage along the joints can harm 
the serviceability of tunnel, and can also 
accelerate the degradation of concrete 
lining by corrosion induced by ingress of 
water and various chlorides.

Chen Yang et. al. (2018) Material properties of the seal gasket for shield tunnels: A review

Q: Fire induced Spalling and Degradation

Description:
As temperature increases, the CSH is 
dehydrated (250℃) and pp-fibers will 
melt, causing degradation of mechanical 
properties.There are mainly two kinds of 
mechanisms accounting for fire-induced 
spalling:

1)Pore pressure theory:  The high rate of 
vaporization in the moisture clog, as well 
as the thermal dilation of vapour and air 
due to heating, induces higher pore 
pressure.

2) Thermal stress theory: A steep 
thermal gradient develops since the 
temperature at the internal moisture 
clog is close to 100 C and the surface 
temperature increases rapidly, which 
induces high thermal stresses.

Preventive measures:
Improve concrete mix to promote 
tensile strength and permeability. 
(UHPC seems to be an ideal choice)

Additional measures such as fireproof 
coating. 

Repair and Maintenance:
New lining should be casted to where 
spalling happens.

Repair should also be done at the area 
near the spalling spots. 

Fireproof materials should be 
implemented.

Forensic tools:
gamma radiography

ground penetrating radar

Neutron moisture gauge

Sensing techniques:
Sensing techniques should focus on the 
porosity and water content inside 
concrete, since these two parameters 
are significant for buildup of pore water 
pressure when fire accident happens.

When and Where:
Fire accident. 

Major Cause:
Fire-induced elevation of temperature, 
producing high thermal stress and pore 
pressure, and further leading to spalling.

From the perspective of material design, 
low water permeability can contribute to 
buildup of pore pressure. However, high 
water permeability may cause inadequacy 
of tensile strength.

From the perspective of external factors, 
ingress of water can result in high water 
content, which contributes to the pore 
pressure buildup.

Monitoring strategies:
Periodic measurement using gound 
penetrating radar can be implemented. 

Consequences and risks:
High temperature causes dehydration of 
CSH and melt of fibers, which leads to 
deterioration of mechanical properties.

Spalling directly leads to loss of concrete 
cover and subsequent exposure of steel 
reinforcements to fire, thereby 
significantly compromise the load-
bearing capacity of concrete structures 
under fire accidents.

After spalling of concrete, the 
reinforcement will be exposed to fire 
and deterioration of mechanical 
properties of reinforcement happens.

Yong Du et. al. (2020) Experimental study on the spalling behaviour of ultra-high strength concrete in fire
M. Maier et. al. (2020) An experimental fire-spalling assessment procedure for concrete mixtures
Jin-Cheng Liu et.al. (2018) A new perspective on nature of fire-induced spalling in concrete
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R: Chemical Attack by Microbial Groundwater

Description:
Specific microbes (e.g. sulfate reducing 
bacteria (SRB), sulfur oxidizing bacteria 
(SOB), acid producing bacteria, and 
nitrifying bacteria) easily corrode the 
pores of concrete by secreting biogenic 
acids and other metabolites, resulting in 
increased permeability of concrete and 
seepage.

This leads to the vigorous formation of a 
biofilm on the surface of the concrete, a 
reduction of the pH value to below two, 
and extensive formation of new 
minerals, mainly in the form of gypsum.

Preventive measures:
Protection of concrete linings from 

microbial degradation can be enhanced 
by treatments with biocides or adding 
protective coatings such as water 
repellents. Changing the composition of 
the concrete mixture alters such 
variables as alkalinity and silica fume, as 
well as modification to polymers.

Repair and Maintenance:
The concrete that is corroded should be 
removed and new layers of lining should 
be casted.

Preventions of microbial induced 
corrosion should be carried out.

Forensic tools:
Visual Inspection

Covermeter

Fibre optic sensors

Sensing techniques:
Sensing techniques should mainly focus 
on the PH value of concrete, since low 
PH is precondition for colonization of 
microbe. 

Further, visual inspection and 
covermeter are used to discover the 
microbial induced corrosion and 
evaluate the severity degree.

When and Where:
Colonization of microbe often happens on 
the surface of concrete where the PH 
value keeps reducing because of some 
chemical reactions such as carbonation 
and neutralization of hydrogen sulfide.

Then, the metabolism of microbe 
produce biogenic acids that cause the 
corrosion of concrete.

Major Cause:
Microbial induced corrosion of concrete is 
caused by organisms that grow in 
environments on concrete surfaces that 
offer favorable conditions (e.g., available 
water, low pH etc.). Conducive 
environments may have elevated relative 
humidity (i.e., between 60% and 98%), 
long cycles of humidification and drying, 
freezing and defrosting, high carbon 
dioxide concentrations (e.g., carbonation 
in urban atmospheres), high 
concentrations of chloride ions or other 
salts (e.g., marine environments) or high 
concentrations of sulfates and small 
amounts of acids (e.g., sewer pipes or 
residual water treatment plants).

Monitoring strategies:
Fibre optic sensors can be adopted to 
monitoring the change of PH value of 
concrete and give warnings before 
microbe colonization. 

Consequences and risks:
Moss grows due to formation of biofilm. 

Mass loss of concrete

Reduction of the section area of lining 
structural

Loss of bearing capacity

Yi Li et,al. (2020) Microbial enhanced corrosion of hydraulic concrete structures under hydrodynamic conditions: Microbial community composition and functional prediction
Ali Behnood. (2016) Methods for measuring PH in concrete – A Review
Shiping Wei. (2013) Microbiologically induced deterioration of concrete - A Review

S: Cracking due to stray currents

Description:
Because of the repeated trainload action, 
the insulation between the rail and 
ground is considerably reduced, allowing 
the penetration of water and aggressive 
ions from the humid environment.

When the stray current flows out of the 
reinforced concrete, the nearby rebar 
becomes the anode and oxygen-
consuming corrosion occurs. Once rebar 
corrosion initiates, the corrosion 
products expand two to six times their 
original amount, resulting in concrete 
cracking and structure failure.

Preventive measures:
Increase the rail-to-earth resistance 

Reduce the resistance of the return 
current path. 

Usage of steel fiber with electrical 
double layer developed on the steel 
surface.

Reduce w/c ratios to enhance chloride 
resistance and promote tensile strength.

Repair and Maintenance:
Applying new insulation coating on the 
interface between rail and ground.

Cathodic protection (preventive 
measurement for further corrosion, no 
repair method)

Cleaning of rebars, replacing rebars and 
repair of cover concrete according to 
CUR-Recommendation 118

Forensic tools:
Visual Inspection

Half-cell potential

Corrosion rate of steel reinforcement

Concrete resistivity

Sensing techniques:
Sensing the resistance of the insulation 
between the rail and ground.

Sensing and monitoring (changes in) the 
cover depth and the properties 
(diffusion, resistance, porosity, potential) 
of the cover concrete

When and Where:
It often happens in electrified railway 
tunnels. For areas where chloride 
concentration is high.

Major Cause:
Failure of insulation between rail and 
ground.

Environment with high chloride 
concentration.

Improper mix design.

Monitoring strategies:
Monitoring the resistance of insulation 
between the rail and ground.

Measuring the corrosion rate/ potential 
of the reinforcement.

Consequences and risks:
Corrosion of the reinforcement leads to:
Brown spots on the surface
Cracking and spalling of the concrete in 
the cover zone
Loss of rebar cross section
Loss of bearing capacity
Collapse of (part of) the structure

Hao Jin, Shuo Yu. (2021) Effect of DC stray current on rebar corrosion in cracked segment of shield tunnel.
Kangkang Tan. (2020) Corrosion of discontinuous reinforcement in concrete subject to railway stray alternating current 
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Visual inspection; tools

• Measuring tapes or rulers
• Markers
• Thermometers, anemometers
• Binoculars, telescopes, borescopes, endoscopes
• Crack width measuring device
• Magnifying glass
• (Video-)Camera (with different lenses and filters)
• Portable colour chart
• Hammer/chisel/screwdriver
• Plastic bags to collect evidence
• Set of drawings on which you can record observations

Visual inspection: Measuring crack width
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NDT-techniques; When?
• quality control of pre-cast units or construction in situ

• removing uncertainties about the acceptability of the material supplied 
owing to apparent non-compliance with specification

• confirming or negating doubt concerning the workmanship involved in 
batching, mixing, placing, compacting or curing of concrete

• monitoring of strength development in relation to formwork removal, 
cessation of curing, pre-stressing, load application or similar purpose

• location and determination of the extent of cracks, voids, honeycombing 
and similar defects within a concrete structure

NDT-techniques; When?
• determining the concrete uniformity, possibly preliminary to 

core cutting, load testing or other more expensive or disruptive 
tests

• determining the position, quantity or condition of reinforcement

• increasing the confidence level of a smaller number of 
destructive tests

• determining the extent of concrete variability in order to help in 
the selection of sample locations representative of the quality to 
be assessed
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NDT-techniques; When?
• confirming or locating suspected deterioration of concrete 

resulting from such factors as overloading, fatigue, external 
or internal chemical attack or change, fire, explosion, 
environmental effects

• assessing the potential durability of the concrete

• monitoring long term changes in concrete properties

• providing information for any proposed change of use of a 
structure for insurance or for change of ownership.

NDT-Techniques; Methods
• Visual inspection

• Half-cell electrical potential method, used to detect the corrosion potential 
of reinforcing bars in concrete.

• Schmidt/rebound hammer test, used to evaluate the surface hardness of 
concrete.

• Carbonation depth measurement test, used to determine whether 
moisture has reached the depth of the reinforcing bars and hence 
corrosion may be occurring.

• Permeability test, used to measure the flow of water through the concrete.
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NDT-Techniques; Methods
• Penetration resistance or Windsor probe test, used to measure the 

surface hardness and hence the strength of the surface and near 
surface layers of the concrete.

• Covermeter testing, used to measure the distance of steel 
reinforcing bars beneath the surface of the concrete and also 
possibly to measure the diameter of the reinforcing bars.

• Radiographic testing, used to detect voids in the concrete and the 
position of stressing ducts.

• Ultrasonic pulse velocity testing, mainly used to measure the sound 
velocity of the concrete and hence the compressive strength of the 
concrete.

NDT-Techniques; Methods
• Sonic methods using an instrumented hammer providing both sonic 

echo and transmission methods.

• Tomographic modelling, which uses the data from ultrasonic 
transmission tests in two or more directions to detect voids in concrete.

• Impact echo testing, used to detect voids, delamination and other 
anomalies in concrete.

• Ground penetrating radar or impulse radar testing, used to detect the 
position of reinforcing bars or stressing ducts.

• Infrared thermography, used to detect voids, delamination and other 
anomalies in concrete and also detect water entry points in buildings.
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NDT; Acoustic emission

• Pick up sound when damage 
progresses

• Continuous monitoring
• Interpretation needs skills
• Locating source of failure with a 

few sensors
• Equipment costs are high
• Method requires loading of 

structure
• Perfect for lab-testing

NDT; Concrete resistance meter
• Resistivity is related to moisture 

content (and chloride)
• Indication of rate of corrosion
• Low expertise required.
• Equipment is inexpensive
• Many measurements in short time
• Useful in conjunction with other 

methods, like half-cell potential.
• Not reliable at high moisture contents
• Needs calibration for precise results.
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NDT; Covermeter

• Electromagnetic search probe.
• Indicates cover-depth and 

diameter of reinforcing bars
• Portable and rugged equipment
• Very closely spaced bars and 

transfer steel, wires, ties etc, can 
give problems.

• Max. depth is in range of 100 mm
• No indication of concrete quality.

NDT; Electrical half-cell potential

• Electrical potential of rebar is 
measured relative to a reference

• Probability of corrosion
• Relatively quick method
• Quantitative measurements
• Strictly following standard is important
• Portable
• No information on rate of corrosion
• Needs access to rebar!
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NDT; Fibre scope (endoscope)

• Bundle of flexible optical fibres
• Inspect in boreholes or inside 

hollow girders
• Check condition
• Detect voids
• Experience and training 

essential
• Direct visual inspection
• Semi-destructive (you have to 

drill holes)

NDT; gamma radiography

• Radioactive isotope directed to X ray 
photographic plate at the back.

• Established for steel members
• works for internal cracks, voids, filling of 

grout channels or location of rebars
• Trained and licensed personnel
• Field measurements and simple to 

operate
• Difficult in practice; placement of film in 

the back.
• Health and safety issues
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NDT; ground penetrating radar
• Radio frequency waves (0.5 to 2 GHz) from radar 

transmitter
• Echo from material is picked up
• Location of rebars and cover depth
• Location of voids and cracks
• In situ density
• Moisture content variations
• Difficult to interpret results
• Training and experience is required
• Fast survey of large areas
• Results must be correlated to test results
• Expensive and not suited for small areas

NDT; Neutron moisture gauge
• Principle: Hydrogen retards the energy 

of neutrons
• Can detect moisture content
• Moisture migration patterns
• Training and license is required
• Portable and rapid
• Works only for surface layer (50 mm)
• Emits radiation.
• Requires calibration.
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NDT; Ultrasonic pulse velocity
• Generated voltage pulse is transformed into 

wave of mechanical energy.
• Receiving transducer measures interval 

between pulse
• Measures variability and quality of concrete.
• Defects, voids, honeycombing, cracks, 

segregation may be found
• Low level required for measurements
• Experience for interpretation
• Fast method.
• Surface preparation, moisture content and 

metal pieces affect results.

NDT; Ultrasonic pulse echo
• Principle: pulsed compressional waves are 

included in material
• Reflection wave is picked up.
• Used for pile testing.
• Internal discontinuities and size can be 

located.
• High level expertise required
• Portable, cheap.
• Not for: cross section of pile or bearing 

capacity
• Interpretation is difficult and calibration 

with standards is required. 
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NDT; Thermography
• Infrared camera detects variation in radiation output 

at surface
• Thermal gradients.
• Delamination, heat loss, moisture movement
• User expertise not high
• Interpretation more difficult
• Portable, fast, no surface access required
• Expensive.
• Reference standards needed
• Moisture can influence temperature.
• Other heat sources may interfere

NDT; Rebound hammer
• Spring loaded mass bounces back from surface 

through metal plunger
• Measures surface hardness
• Estimate of strength and uniformity of quality
• User expertise is low
• Accurate assessment of the ‘as-built’ situation
• Calibration with standard tables required
• Quality of surface concrete influences the result.
• Moisture has influence
• Direction of measurements has influence
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NDT; Penetration probe (Windsor probe)

• Firing probe in concrete surface
• Extent of penetration is related to 

strength
• Estimate compressive strength, 

uniformity and quality 
• Expertise low
• In situ measurements
• Not influenced by surface preparation, 

moisture content and temperature
• Slightly damages surface.
• Calibration is needed

NDT; Pull-out Pull-off devices (semi-

destructive)

• Drill a hole and place standard 
threaded or wedge anchor

• Anchor is pulled out
• Provides estimate of compressive 

and tensile strength
• Expertise is low
• In-place strength
• Must be inserted during 

construction stage.
• Creates damage.


